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The folloAag is a tentLtive curriculum :,:uide .)repared
by the Lunzua7e Arts i)vvrtneut of Centre Jr. Iii. ;h as mot, step

toward z'chieving accreditation by the Alabama Stz,-te Department
of Education and, hoefully, by the Southern Association of
ccond;i.ry schools and Colleges. In addition, it is hov)od that

the guide will grove useful in helping teachers at the school to
standardize instruction, avoid overlaps, Ind promote a more
seoucatial study of the lutn-7uage arts

de reali;e that the :,faide is very rou-sh; it is intended
only as a bo7in-lins, not as a finished product. It has 'been
prepared in si;d.)le o,Itline form to si.:.)lify typing at this
st,ge, and can easily be converted i :ito chart, etc. form later
if such jroves to be desirable. Of course, all ty)in2,* errors
will be corrected.

The Taide at this sta-;c1 does not include a acction on
n.ramnar study a such as the school is roving toward a orogram
of teachia7 gra-_.r in conjunction with writing using Follottts
Individualized Cn-lish and related filnstrips and tapes.

de of the ge Arts Department would greatly aporeciate
the Con,aittee's comments, suggestions, additions, deletions, etc.
in in. rovinz both our curriculum ,7uide and the ;general language
instruction of the school.

de feel that the following information concerning the school
and the school community will be perhaps of help to the Committee
in properly evaluating the guide:

The jontre Jr. School is located in Centre, Alabama,
the county seat of Cherokee County, a small rural arca of largely
cultivtod farn

The Jnerokce Jo .pity Board of jducation and the County
Superintendent of ',,ducation eon; _)rise the final authority for
education in the cou.ity, and both are elected by popular ballot.

The school Ara,;', or-1..,:nizod in 1960 for the purpose of relieving
crowde,1 co,litions at the local element-ry and hi ')11 school, and,
since th:,t ti,de ha grown from a student po)ulzction of 260 and
a faculty of nine to a student body of 510 and a facalty of 22.

The school is rimc;rily deprtacntalized in all three grades
(6, 7, aid litin oa_ch graje, 2rouued somewhat

(1.-; o_din; on achiiwoir...:nt tests, toacl,cr judgment,
p: o:dnion. A student, however,
.uove y levc1 to il,loti,er acne coin,-, to the progress
mdc tho ,crlod. Two of ti,e L nn!,u'_,7e 2.rts

-re ?It1c1 I, 1.n,d tird ict readin: to.cher
for o stae:itc. of tLo
sot fot- t: o we'll:: not ap 17 en, to all 7r -_..de or
abalt of;' world vary
acco'din-ly.
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no beinaill: otuaent poi:lulation for 1972-73 con2istod of
about 1E,', 7o7ro with no other minority groups present. .:ZoliT:ious
affliatioas are nrodominantly protestant, with eisilty per cent
being Baptist or 1:lethodist. .444. A recent surve7 revealed tly.lt
about 4J of the students cone from low-income families.

As was st':,tod erlier, the ,;uide prepc.rea with the
co-operation of all the Lan2;=7e Arts teachers. We sincerely
ho }e to iaprove instruction in cmy way possible in order to
better met tl,_e needs of e:mch student and 7veat1y appreci: to
the Cox: aittoe's help in acco47:)lishin5 this.
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LANGUAGE ARTS

PHILOSOPHY

We endeavor to serve the needs, abilities, and interests

of every individual student; to stimulate within each student

a desire to improve himself and his environment, and to aid

him in developing a true Dense of values. The school should

offer each student an opportunity to achieve the maximum growth

of which he is capable.

We must offer the student the tools to father his education.

Examples:

1. To think or reason things out

A. To study effectively

3.. To adequately understand and use the basic Language

Arta skills so that he might be able to further his

education. (Whether on his own, high school, trade

school, on to college, etc.)

Mehods of teaching must be varied to fulfill the objec

tives of the school, the needs of the individual students,

and to accomodate the various abilities and talents of the

different teachers.

We endeavor to help the student realize that education is

a continuous process and to help him become a worthwhile, use-

ful citizen within his community, state, and nation.



HEADING

The pupil should establish independence in identifying
strange printed words, increase his demand for meaning,
acquire further independence in coping with meaning diffi-
culties, and develop the skill and interest essential to
reading a wide variety of materials in many different
fields. In order to read widely in various curriculum
fields, the pupil must acquire sufficient skill in rapid
reading. Re must learn to read his textbooks with a high
degree of understanding.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

I. To be able to apply a sound to its written symbol to
read new words.

,Activities: Have pupils select words from an assign-
ment that have these sounds, or given a
list of words:

1. Recognize and use the common sounds
of consonants.

2. Recognize and use the common short and
long vowel sounds.

3. Recognize and use consonant digraphs.

4. Recognize and use vowel digraphs.

5. Recognize that doubling final consonants
doss not change the consonant sound.

6. Recognize and use initial and final
consonant blends.

7. Recognize soft and hard sounds: g c.

8. Recognize silent consonants in words.

9. Recognize that final, silent e generally
gives the preceding vowel a long sound.

10. Recognize and use r -controlled vowels.

11. Recognize and use vowel diphthongs.

12. Recognize when vowel and/or consonant
combinations hays more than one sound.

13. Use sound-symbol relationships to spell

words.cortectly.



Materials: 1. Prepared word list. S.

2. Textbooks.
3. Dictionary. 9.

4. Tach-X.
5. Plash cards.
7. Casette tape player and

Phonics
Chart.
Record
Player and
Records.

tapes

Evaluation: Pit pupils read aloud to find if they are
able to Axe the pronunciation of new
words u Jut assistance.

II. To show your understanding of word forms and sentence
patterns by reading orally.

Activities: Given a selection to read the pupil should:

1. Recognize given word forms and sentence
structure patterns.

2. Read a given passage orally, with correct
voice intonation, inflection, and phrasing.

3. Recognize and 'use .given printing
conventions.

4. Read on tape and play back.

Materials: 1. Textbooks.
2. Reading machine itoreis.
3. Read Magazine.
4. Tape and tape recorder.
5. Individualized Reading from Scholastic.
6. Scholastic Action.
7. Essays (Reading levels 1 -8).
S. Study Skills.

Evaluation; Read aloud to determine if progress is
being made in the above.

III. To show your understanding of the structure and meaning
of words and phrases by relating them to contextual uses.

Activities: 1. Identify homonyms in a given selection.

2. Identify antonyms in given selection.

3. Identity synonyms in given selection.

4. Given two words of identical or some-

what similar pronunciation, recognize

the word to be used in a given sentence.

a



5. Given a word or group of words in
context, recognise which of the follow-
ing context clues are gives. for those
words: (1) definition, (2) explana-
tion, (3) opposite idea, or (4) example.

6. Demonstrate ability to use words or
phrases to convey exact meanings.

7. Recognize the technical vocabulary in
a given scientific selection.

8. Recognise that words have multiple
meaning and select appropriate meaning
in given sentences.

Materials: 1. List of: antonyms, synonyms, and homonyms.
2. Textbook.
3. Tech-K films.
4. Workbook.

Evaluation: Pupils should be able to match: antonyms,
synonyms, and homonyms. Given one of these
he should be able to list the other.
Examples: Pair (he should list ilE)
as the homonym, or the antonyms, hot (cold).

IV. To show that you can use structural analysis to recognize
and use the correct forms of words.

Activities: 1. Review structural analysis by recognizing
the following structures of grammatical
significance. (1) endings: -ed -lug,
-s, -er, -est. (2) plurals: -s, es,
-iss, -ves, variants.

2. Demonstrate ability to use structural
analysis to read new words.

3. Recognize written form of given word.

4. Demonstrate ability to use common abrev-
iations. (Ex: Mon., Dr., etc.)

5. Given a group of sentences in which one
word in each sentence is incomplete
and given a list of suffixes and pre-
fixes, select the appropriate affix to

complete the word.
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6. Given a list of words with affixes,
recognize the root of each word.

7. Review structural analysis by finding
clues to the meaning of a word by
recognizing its parts- -root, prefix,
or suffix.

8. Demonstrate the ability to divide
words according to the rules of
syllabication.

Materials: 1. Notebook.
2. Words from text.

. 3. Tach-4/.

4. List of words with affixes or,
5. List of words with prefixes and suffixes

to be added.

Evaluation: Are the pupils able to use these structural
analysis to recognize words?

V. To show that you can apply skills of phonetic and
structural analysis to improve your spelling and
reading.

Activities: 1. Using a list of words misspelled,
design a method of mastering these words.

Apply spelling rules for words tht
double the final consonant before a
suffix.

3. In given situations, apply the rule
for the correct spelling of words in
the following cases:
(1) Words ending in final
(2) Words ending in silent e - (also

before a suffix beginning with
a consonant).

(3) Words containing ie vs. ei.
(4) The plural of words.
(5) Prefixes to a root word.
(6) Suffixes to one-syllable words

and to words ending in silent e.

4. Apply rules for spelling the contraction
of two or more given words.



5. Read sets of homonyms and writs
sentences spelling and using each member
correctly - possible examples:
(1) pair (7) ant

pear aunt
(2) there .(8) herd

their heard
(3) dear (9) its

deer it's
(4) canvass (10) principle

canvas principal
(5) capitol (11) stationery

capital stationary
(6) already (12) waste

all ready waist

6. Read, use, and spell correctly words
frequently confused - possible examples:
(1) accept (6) cloths

except clothes
(2) access (7) later

Mess latter
(3) advice (8) lose

advise loose
(4) affect (9) device

effect devise
(5) breath (10) quite

breathe quiet

Materials: 1. Word list or flash cards.
2. Textbook.
3. Dictionary.
4. Rules for spelling - guides.
5. Notebook.

i.fliluation: Given a list of some of the most frequently
misused and misspelled words and phrases,
read, use, and spell them correctly.
Other examples: ache, through, knew,

tired, straight.

IV. To show that you can apply dictionary skills when needed.

Activities: 1. Given a list of words be can put them
in alphabetical order.

2. Given a word determine if it is found
between gives guide words.

Given a list of words to look up-by

use of diacritical marks-pronounce the

words.

I



4. Determine the accented syllable.

5. Look up words to find correct spelling.

Materials: 1. Notebook.
2. Dictionary.
3. TeXtbook.

Evaluation: Are pupils able to do the above?
Given practice in the uue of the dictionary
the pupil should be able to increase his
speed in finding words.

VII. To show that you can follow written directions.

Activities: 1. Give practice in following written
directions: Write on board simple
instructionsexample: Jane come to
the front of the room. Tom close the
door.

2. Follow directions in workbook.

3. Follow directions on learning sheets,
test, etc.

Materials: 1. Chalk and board.
2. Workbook.
3. Learning sheets, test, etc.
4. Study skills.

Evaluation: Check each child to make sure he understands
instructions to be followed. If he can
follow written instructions, he will be
able to complete his work (in workbook and
learning sheets).

VIII. To show that ybu comprehend what you read.

Activities: 1. Given groups of words determine the
ones that are sentences.

2. Identify the topic sentence in a
given paragraph.

3. Choose a title for material read.

4. Find the main idea of story.

5. Finding specific information - to
answer questions, or to support your

point of view.
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Arrange ideas in sequence, or incidents
that happen.

7. Skim to find facts.

8. Take notes on detailed material.

9. Understand a simple footnote.

10. Outline given material.

11. Summarize a story read silently.

12. Given a sufficient part of a story
anticipate a logical outcome.

13. Draw logical conclusions and make
inferences from information presented
in the reading.

14. Discriminate between raiment and
irrelevant information.

Materials: 1. Notebook.
2. Textbook.
3. Reading machine stories - question books.
4. Workbook.
5. Individualized reading from Scholastic.
6. Scholastic Action.

Evaluation: After reading a given story are pupils
able to do the above? Are they able to
use the index, glossary, table of content,
charts, etc., to find information?

IX. To be able to read literature for appreciation of various
types of writing, and for enjoyment.

Activities: 1. Read fiction and discuss:
a. Setting (giving description).
b. Characters - role play - wear

costumes or act out parts for class
to guess which character he is.

c. Plot.
d. Read character parts.

2. Read simple novels (maybe outside of class)
and determine plot, character, and setting.

13



Read non-fiction and write brief
character sketches.

4. Make a scrapbool, collection of favorite
poems--illustrate poems.

5. Small groups might want to stage and
act out short plays or stories.

6. Discuss how situations apply to
everyday lives, and compare experiences
to characters.

7. Dress dolls as characters of stories.

Materials: 1. Textbooks and Paperbacks.
2. Library books - fiction and non-fiction.
3. Simple chairs for stage setting.
4. Costumes.
5. Dolls.

Evaluation: 1. Are small groups able to work together
and act'out short plays, etc.?

2. Within a group are they able to use all
talents: stage hands, as well as actors
and actresses?

3. Do students enjoy reading both fact
and fiction?

4. Can they tell enough of a story interest-
ingly enough to maks others want to read
the story?

5. Can students recognize and discuss
setting, characters, plot, etc.?

14
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WRITING

The purpose of writing in the language arts program is to
foster a desire for students to express themselves in a variety
of forms. The sample activities, materials and suggested eval-
uations are intended to be typical of those.used by the various
language arts teachers and are not intended to be exhaustive.

Specifics Objectives,

I. Keeping records

Activities: 1. Keep word list
2. Keep scores of games
3. Keep club records and committee reports
4. Keep records of books read
5. Keep records of progress made

Materials : 1. Notebook
2. Charts or forms
3. Dictionary

Evaluation: Can pupils keep accurate records?

Understanding and using types of sentences

Activities: 1. Write the kinds of sentences: Declarative,
Interrogative, Imperative, and Exclamatory.

2, Practice using eachinwriting paragraphs.

Materials: 1, Composition or note paper
2. Pencil or pen
3. Textbook
4. Dictionary

Evaluation: Can children recognize and use the four kinds
of sentences taught: Can they indentify dif-
ferent types of sentences from a printed page?

III. Organizing thoughts so as to prevent run-on sentences and
sentence fragments

Activities: 1. Write sentences and paragraphs for class
criticism

2. Pupils discuss and correct sentences

Materials: 1. Textbook
2. Dictionary

Evaluation: Can children organize their thoughts and correct
their errors?

IV. Improving in ability to spell correctly, capitalize, punctuate
paragraphs, and becbme language conscious

Activities: 1. Make card -file collections of spelling words.



Materials!,

Evaluation:

V. To learn to

Activities:

Materials:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Make class dictionaries
Practice correcting paragraphs with errors in
capitalization and punctuation.

1. Textbook
2. Dictionary
3. Note paper or copies run off to correct

Are children improving in written and oral language?

fill out forms

1. Practice filling in blanks on coupons,
questionnaires, standardized tests, order
blanks, and applications

2. Fill out checks and receipts

1. Blank checks
2. Receipt books
3. Order blanks
4. Applications

Evaluation: Are

VI. To leatn to

VII.

Activities:

Materials,

Evaluatim:

pupils able to fill out forms?

write letters

1. Write friendly letter
2. Write business letter
3. Write letter of application
4. Write request letter
5. Write thank-you notes
6. Write invitation letter
7. Address envelopes
8. Practice folding letters

1. Overhead projector
2. Stationery
3. Envelopes
4. Textbook
5. Dictionary

Can the children name and indentify parts of
letter and write a mailable letters

Gaining experience in personal-type writing

Activities,

a

1. Write original stories, poems and plays
2. Write autobiography, advertisements, notices

and articles for school or local newspaper

Materials: 1. Note paper
2. Newspapers
3. Books: library, poetry, etc.
4. Dictionary

Evaluation: Are pupils able to do personal-type writing?

16
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VIII. To write descriptively by sharpening their power of observation
by becoming more responsive to impressions perceived through the
senses

Activities:

Materials:

Evaluation:

IX. To recognize
exposition

Activities:

Materials:

Evaluation:

To interest
and things

Activities:

1. Describe some familiar object to a person who
has no knowledge of that object.

2. Assign topics requiring concentration on the
five senses:
a. The view from the window
b. Street sound
c. Passing a restaurant
d. Spaghetti sauce

1. Writing materials
2. Views from the window

Are pupils able to write descriptively?

how description is different from narration and

1. Pupils read descriptive advertisements.
2. Pupils write brief advertisements

1. Newspapers
2. Books

Are pupils able to recognize the difference between
description and narration?

pupils In composing word pictures of people, places

1. Pupils read descriptions of characters from books
2. Pupils write description of friends and let

the class guess the person that he. wrote about

Materials: 1. Books
2. Writing materials

Evaluation: Check papers for correctness of sentence structure
and punctuation.
Assign short drills that are relevant to correction
remarks on the paper.

XI. To learn narrative writing by writing their experiences in
story form and to enhance pupils' appreciation of a well
developed story

Activities: 1. Pictures of action are shown
2. Pupils compose using the following guide lines:

a. what place is snowni
b. What people?
c. What has happened?
d. What are characters saying to each other?
e. What was the outcome?
Pupils scan printed stories for lists of
expressions which can be substituted for "said:Have the above written in narrative form

2.

17 3.
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4. Teacher reads the beginning of a story and
students finish it.

Materials: 1. Action pictures
2. Printed short stories
3. Filmstrips
4. Tapes
5. Textbook

Evaluation, Students exchange their papers for student evaluation.
Supervise the writing of corrections and revisions.
Require students to correct papers according to

teacher's remarks using the quid lines found
in textbook, filmstrips and tapes.

XII. Writing paragraphs by developing a topic sentence into a
coherent paragraph

Activities, 1. Teacher shows a picture of a magazine cover
2. Class gives main idea of the picture
3. Class eliminates until the best main idea is agreed

upon
4. Each student gives a supporting sentence
5. Sentences are placed in correct order
6. A suitable "clincher' ending sentence is selected
7. Students copy this paragraph to be used as a guide

Materials, 1. Magazine covers
2. Textbook

Evaluation: Are students able to develAma topic sentence into a
coherent paragraph?

XIII. To gain skill in arranging supporting details in logical order
and to recognize and eliminate irrelevant material

Activities: 1. Teacher duplicates paragraphs in which sentences
are jumbled. Irrelevant material is included.

2. Pupils eliminate irrelevant material
3. Pupils arrange sentences to form a good paragraph

Materials, 1. Magazine covers
2. Textbook
3. Duplicated paragraphs

Evaluation, Are pupils able to arrange supporting details in a
logical order and eliminate irrelevant material?

XIV. Tm be able to connect choppy sentences with a conjunction or
a phrase or vary the sentence structure to aVoiUmonotony.

AriliStitirat 1. Pupils listen to tapes on choppy sentences
2. Pupils look at filmstrips on choppy sentences
3. Students work drills from textbook

Materials, 1. Tapes
2. Filmstrips
3. Textbook

Evaluation, Are pupils able. to-livoid sentence monotony by
vary their sentence structures IS /
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XV. To support a general statement by giving detail

Activities: 1. Pupils discuss literature or other: subject areas
2. pupils write practice paragraphs on topics drawn

from discussions of literature or other subject
areas

Materials: 1, Books

Evaluation: Are students able to support a general statment
by giving details?

XVI. Writing reports

Activities, 1. Select title for the report
2. Pupils take notes in their own words
3. Pupils organize and write a report from their notes

Evaluation: Are pupils able to take notes and write a report
from their notes?

Is
17
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Listening

The following is a tentative curriculum guide designed to aid
teachers in helping students in the middle school develop the
necessary listening skills. The sample activities, materials and
suggested evaluations are intended to be typical of those used by
the various language arts teachers and may be modified to fit the
needs and problems of the students involved. They are not intendOd
to be erzhaustive. aduid-44. aethet. cc .426eA0

Specific ,Objectives IY°4- *44t4 ` 4.`4144-111` *1,44- .C114r214" 4414(fel"
441h:tie .5464,LY,

I. To become aware of the tzportance of listening in the earning
process

Activities: 1. Discuss importance of listening
2. If the school uses a public address system for

daily announcements, the teacher might give a
quiz on the morning's announcements.

3. Announce (and follow through) that throughout
the year the students can expect unannounced
quizzes on material just covered

4. Listen to records, tapes, etc. which discuss
'ate importance of listening

5. Give a listening test (examples of such tests
listed under materials)

6. Record instructions for tests, etc. so that
they will be repeated only once.

Materials: 1. Tapes
2. Records (esp. How to Study, in school library)
3. Tape recorder
4. Record player
5. "Objectives of a Ninth Grade Listening Unit"

Suggestions forTqq_chillg_EnIlish in the Junior
ITigh School, puBITEHiaMFY- NOMINMPIPM IMMIEMMIIMMM

Evalutation: Are pupils becoming more aware of the importance
of listening and can they perform the above
activities with a relative degree of success?

II. To develop ability to give attention to the speaker4444171 ra402-4P
aii/Libt

Activities: 1. Practice correct posture, attitude, eyes on ilcob
speaker, etc. for proper listening

At
2. Tell chain stories in which each participant

carries the story forward from where the pre
ceding speaker left off.

3. Irite a report using one of the following
listening activities:
a. Listen to the next speaker who visits your

school. Report his main idea and 2-3
supporting ideas.

b. Lie still in bed on a school morning and
tell all the sounds you hear. Tell how
they differ, on a Saturday or Sunday morning.

20
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c. Listen with "rabbit ears" on a bum or street
car. Report what you hear.

4. Discuss distraction, interferences with proper
listening and how to overcome them

5. Listen to a radio or television speech at home
while other members of the family so about their
activities. Do not expect them to be particularly
quiet for your convenience. Report on the speech
to the class and let others who heard it judge
your listening ability.

Materials: 1. Stories with which the class is familiar (chain
story activity)

2. Radio, TV or tape recorder

Are students iaproiwing in their ability to give
undivided attention to a speaker and becoming
more alert listeners (less easily distracted,
more aware of the various listening situations
around them, etc.)?

Evalutation:

III. To differentiate between sounds

Activities: 1. Exercises in identifying:
loud and soft sounds
high and low sounds
human and non-human sounds
consonants
long and short vowels
blends, digraphs, dipthongs

2. Exercises in indicating recognition of a variety
of thythms by clapping hands, etc. to the beat

3. After he:amine hearing a dictated word, pronounde
a rhyming word

1. Records, tapes
2. Record player, tape recorder
3. Various material dealing with phonics

Materials:

Evaluation:

IV. To be able to

Activities:

Can the student differentiate between sounds as
tested by the above activities?

listen to and recognize new words

1. Exercises in identifying the following when
heard:

root words
compound words
plurals and singulars

2. Students make up and tape stories using
vocabulary words. Other students listen
for these words when tapes are played.

21
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Materials: 1. 4erde Word lists prepared by teacher, students,
publishers, etc. of roots, compounds, etc.

2. Tapes and tape recorder

Evaluation: Are students to recognize new words when heard?

V. To recognize standard and sub-standard usage when heard

Activities: 1. Hear and observe teacher speak standard usage
2. Make a good-natured game out of correcting

each others sub-standard usages (Bd careful not
to carry this to the point of intimidating
students, discouraging them from speaking in
class)

3. Exercises in choosing the correct (standard)
form from choices presented orally

Materials: 1. Exercises in textbooks and workbooks (presented
orally)

2. Tape, tape recorder

Evaluation: Are pupils showing Laprovement in standard usage?

VI. To be able to adjust one's listening to the purpose at hand
(recognize whether the major purpose of an oral presentation
is to entertain, inform, instruct, persuade, etc. and hence
listen with the attention, attitude, etc. appropriate for
the ::resentation)

Activities: 1. Make rules for listening for different
specified purposes (eg. answering questions,
gathering information, gathering details to
support a main idea, etc.)

2. Listen to and dizcuss tapes or records of
different types of oral presentations

Materials: 1. Records, tapes
2. Record player, tape recorder

Evaluation: Can the student determine the purpose of an
oral presentation and adjust his listening to
the purpose at hand?

VII. To follow oral directions

Activities: 1. Teacher gives student 4-5 staple directions.
Student responds. (eg. Raise you left hand,
scratch your right ear, stomp your right fool
three times, blink: both eyes twice)

2. Follow directions for arranging pictures, words,
and objects in a pre-determined order

3. Follow directions for playing games
4. Follow directions in marking worksheets, test

papers, filling in name, date, period, etc.

22
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Materials: 1. 'Iorksheets, test papers, etc. as used foe
other language arts activities serve for
practice in following oral directions

Evaluation: Can students follow directions as given in
above activities?

VIII. To listen to the end of a discourse or discussion before
aslcinl: questions or drawing conclusions

Activities: 1.

2.

Materials: 1.

Iggore students who raise hands to ask ques-
tions before the terIcher has finished giving
directions (negative reinforcement)
Read or have students read brief anecdotes
with surprise endings, etc.

Anecdotes on various subjects having surprise
endings

Evaluation: Are students improving in their ability to
listen attentively to a-419 the conclusion
of a discourse before drawing conclusions or
asking questions?

IX. To remember specific information from an oral presentation

Activities: 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Play game involving listening for sequence
of ideas (First student states, n went to the
zoo and saw lion." Second student, "I went to
the zoo and saw a lion and a monkey." Third
student, "I went to the zoo and saw a lion,
a monkey, and a tiger." The game continues as
long as a student can recall all the animals
and add one more.)
after listening to a story, identify and/or
describe the events that happened first, next
and lust in the story
After listening to a story, match answers with
questions on the details
After listening to a story or report, 4eile
identify the events that occurred from a given
list of events
recognize the main idea in a story you have just
heard.
7Zecognize the mood (funny, sad, serious, infor-
mative, etc.) Of an oral presentation

Materials: 1. Stories, reports, etc. to be presented orally
"Listenin.3 Objectives" (mentioned earlier)

lives several paragraphs which can be used.

Evaluation Can the students remember specific information
fro;a 41. an oral presentation as tested by the
above activities?
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X. To show understanding of information presented orally by inter-
pretin:.; the content

Activities: 1. Exorcise in differentiating between:
real and "make-believe"
fact and opinion

in an oral presentation
2. After listing to a political or editorial

speech of at least 5 minutes on TV, radio,
tape, etc. describe in 2-3 sentences (1) the
main idea (2) 2-3 subordinate or related
ideas

3. Discuss and practice recognizing the following
signs of bias in an oral presentation:

leaded words
exas7seration,
statements of opinion or of prediction pre-

sented as fact

Materials: 1. Stories, reports, paragraphs illustrating
real and "make-believe", fact and opinion,
various signs of bias

2. Tapes of political, editorial, etc. speeches
3. TV, radio, tape recorder

Evaluation: Are students improving in their ability to
show understanding of information presented
orally by interpreting; the content through
such activities as the above?

Note:

The language arts committee is aware of the fact that the
Alabama Course of Study recommends that listening skills be taught
as a correlative to other work, not as a separate unit to be
studied. The committee feels that the above objectives, activities,
Ste. yield themselves easily to such incorporation in the students'
daily work. However, listening skills are so la octant to success
in any area of school life, that, for some students, time devoted
to developin.7 these skills as an end in themselves would not be
ill-spent. Glendale Junior High School, Salt Lake City, Utah, is
an example of one such school that has developed a specific
listenthg unit for incorporation in its curriculum.
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Tho colk)onslItionn for iiccurto spollinz nrormAy. ?irut, thoro is
the prido Lynd licLIce of LI,ccoaplialtaoilt wL101. 00z 4C from such un Lchiovom
mint. Alpo voourute often onnblea u si,adont to :void
atriaIent powitios on hi i school or cones.° papora. Fin lly, two-
Ourato a slaw; Iota almyr.: bookie Lula probably will =lamo to be,
on of tho murIco of tho "oducated poroon."

In vner:L1 tho objcotivo of ejalin; utudy in tho Junior 111.1.1h,
or =idyll° school, is for tho atadont to rurthar dovolop his ability
to use oi)ollini: offootivoly in writinz words that ho undorstands,
Uaoa in speaking, and mooch rozlding.

The aotivItioa, materials, and or-luations sta.:voted :Ire in
tondod to bo oxamploa of thoco uaed; they are not intended to be
axbauative.

20.9102. 01.2astAng

X. To bocome mum of tho iaportanae of correct

ilatilitiosA 1. 3tudent is oxpeoted to spoil rousonably correctly
in All his work (hopefully, in all of awes) not
judt-Whon stud n3 apol1145 sPooifioal3,y

2. canoe illuatratine the absurdity often rooultin
from incorrect

3. Bonus points ofZorod to students who can and in-
oorroct spelling on toachor handouts.

MatorpAs: 1. All papers turned in by otudonta.
2. Dictionary
3. 711ms

aamoa

Lv:.....141Laticat studont becoain5 aoro conscious of importance of
spollial in all of his work?

XI. To be to analyze your difficulty in spoiling a word.
Tho ability of a student to do this is basic, to his ability
to opal. All spoiling "rules" are u moans to this end.

Activities: 1. Chock to see if miaapollins of u word is a rosult
of:
A. Carolocanoos in writiag, reading, or pronuncia-

tion
B. troupe of siailur words diUorontly spollod
C. Varied sort: of "apeoial" complexitiost such

as ft4luvo to undoruttlnd the meaninz of this
word in context, failuro to use apostrophe
correctly, oto.

alalait 1. Toxtboo4s
2. Films
3. Dlotiomlrics
4. 3loasary
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Iguanas Can, pupils demonstrate indopendenoe Lousing; spelling
aids to unlock corroot pronunoiation and spelling
of words?

To develop a method of attacking now words.

AstWhtits: le
2.
3«

4.
5.

Look at the word. Look at each letter.
S,sty the word. Roar every syllable.
Writs the word without looking at the original.
If you mad arty mistakos, write it oorreotiy.
Ohs* the word with the original.
Looking any from the wordt say it to yourself.
Try to see a picture of the word inrmalaidss

24 List of words
2. Chalkboard and chalk
3. Paper and ponoll
4. Tadhi and Piss:bpi

(Sample method of attack)

Rvai4autkm): Can student attaok and master the spelling of a
now word indspends047

IT. To apply tho skills of phonetic analysis to analyse and spell
words.

MieniadaL

1. Rules of syllibioation
AoAiviVkcs:

1631011411

Evulust4ons

Discussion, and ezoraieea in dividing words into
$T lee

1. Ironsparenoiss
2. Diotionaries
3. List of words to divide

Can the student divide most words oorrectiy into
syllables?

2. Sounds of oonsonants at the beginning of words

Activities: Cams, worts, etc., in recognizing initial
oonsonant sounds

Midair List of words

mammas Can the student rocognize initial oonsonant sounds?

3* The long and short coundn of vowels and various spelling of
these sounds

Examples:
A4 An understanding that thsAsound-aa, be spoiled
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%a%9, u; and undo that the sotuld
sesetimes madam; with form! "shit* may
be spelled at am, lit gat or

B..An underst.Inding tiw-t the sound \71\ may be spelled Li sc
number of different =yes ski1.3. iii spellina correctly
words in which e sound is spelled iszt lb las Zs
and Ax; habit of uninc study stops la-learning to
epoll-those words;
Examples of such wards:

13,0
be
hi

z
penny
history
swiftly
witty

gee flea any &day
flee plea key Monday
three tea mo Isuoey Thestlog
settee sea donkey Pridety

Activities: Let pairs of children 3ive eoh other protests to
am-11"--mww-"ms sea which words each child needs to study. Written

practice is especially important in leatnina to
spell

fittfir
Materials,s

Evaluation::

1. 'iiord lists
2. Dictionaries
3. Transparenoies
Can students recotpize and use the different
spellings of the vowel sounds?

4. The effect of final silent .sz
5. The sound of h, and z
6. i'ten to expect the spellinj as and az
7. The X sound

8. The si followed by a
9. Sounds of diphthonas such as 220 sat gg

10. Silent letters
A. Silent o before., : rook, back, sick, duck, etc.
D. Silent
C. 3ilcnt
D. silent

PeE. silent g before s he fudge, eta.
P. Silent xterero Is wrong, wrinat wrath, etc.

Activities: The studeate :.ii ht be _.iren m paravaph to pick
out words UL LA ()contain silent lettere. ite:t
give a paravaph of several misspelled words and
ask students to respell the misspelled once.

before ns niahtt knot t know, eta.
before fiaht, eight, mizht, etc.
orore a or g (when ja is the Latta letter):

g psyohology pneumonia, etc.
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Ise Skill in spelling words oontaining these double oonsom

:antes lb ap as, 4a, Ijv An understanding that
double oonzonants are commonly found in mem Engliah
words and that when a two to aord has a double
oonsonant, tho division comes between the two consonants
in writing.

Activities!: Give sentences such as these and let seadents draw
the division in each Ras go Ad, sat lb mall
word:

1. Jack told a funny joke at dinner.
2. The sudden storm made the river very muddy.
3. Does Whale blubber taste like rubber?
4. That bum is the b st one on the field.
5. Sara found a pretty ttle kitten.

Material:111.1,1ot of materials coal:Liana all of the above
pantie patterns

24Jntences and words containing above phonetic
patterns*

3. Pilms
4.Tranaparenoies

aulas Can students op/4re prinaiples of phonetic
analysis in spell

V4i*

V. To demonstrate ability of applying structural generalizations,
now and review, in spelling words correctly.

Esawless 1. Plurals of most nouns are formed by adding a or
el the past tense or many verbs is formed Ty

d or ad*

2. Iiew words may be made by adding jas to sae je synods,

3. New words may be made by adding lip ab Alt stinctf,
and .

4. Mange z to j before adding sg, gat jag ggt or la.
5. lords ei:idiag is 2. form plurals variously some

by Q, some by Ls, see by eitbsr.
6. Tho apostrophe is used to fora sivataler and plural

pooh:waives and to show that letters are omitted in
oontractiolnis

7. Common prefixes and suffixes.

Awkivities: alms, mu:waif:los, and workeheoto applying the
[drove generalizations*
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Vateriallss 1. Worktheete
2. Chalk and Chalkboards
3. Overhead projector and transparencies
4. Charts
5. Gams

Zvalmattogs Can the students apply structural generalizations
in spelling: words?

VI. To recognize and spell words that ma$ have more that one
pronunciation depending upon the use to which they are put and
to recognize the shift in accent according to wilealtna the use
to which a word is put.

Aotivitpill4Diocuss with pupils that many words have two
different pronunciations depending =thews"y
tb.ey are

s

used in sonteneess
Examples

Uatexials:

Evaluations

1. subject

2. project

N.
sub ej-ikte
projekt

Te pre joist'
3. progress (NO pros:* res

V.) greet
4. rebel (NO

(

reboel
pre

CFO ri bar

2. Have pwils write words such as
and after each write :.Mjm.Asigti or
indicate its use in 0-64fitinoes

twee*

He will separate the paper into separate stacks.

Have pupils fill in answers to riddles with
words from a given list as the above.

a. If it serene fill.
(

ng, it wouldte n't be
appropria)

b. No one would tri over it if it didn't
e(project)

3. Dictate sentences for wards to study for the
weekly test and proofread.

4. Pupils; should include in *heir spelling note-
books all words missed on tests.

1. Pilms
2. Textbook
3. Dictionaries

Area pupils able to say and use correctly each
word as two different parts of speech?
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VII. To recognize and spell common homonyne onrrectlys

Airtivi Exorcism, gamoe spelling the correct form of a
homonym for use in a partiouler sintence.

Mhterials: List of homonyms, oontences uoing them,

Lvaluation: Can otudonto opal and two houonIble correctly?

AdiatleilLilaWata
Mope suaplo aotivitios oaa bo used at walk= timos in the
stuay of spoiling acc3rling to the neods and interosto of the
et/don:to iavolved:

B.-.1cluo etude:Ito to '.tae now aords, lo2rned from spelling,
in sontoncos of t;:ell- own whon opoakiaL: in clam, etc,.

Jib° op_,ortaaitj-tio two now wordo in oral and written re
porto,

Description Of various spoiling games can be attached hare,
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Speaking

Speech or oral communication can olily be considered with

reference to the whole of active communication. If communication

is vital in the deucative process generally, and in language learning

specifically, then oral composition must carry as much weight as

written communication.

The general objective of speech study in the language arts,

program is to develop the ability to communicate with others in

a carefully Planned,rwelloorganized, and fluently expressed
talk by using good enunciation, poise, and a sense cE responsibility

for his remarks-.

The activities, materials, and evaluations listed are examples

and are not intended to be exhaustive.

Specific Objectives

I. To be able to plan and conduct personal interviews.

Activities: 1. Prepare an outline of the questions you
would like to ask a person in an interview.

2. Conduct an interview with a classmate.
3. Conduct an interview with an adult. Present

an oral summary of that interview.
24. Conduct an interview and write about it for

a school newspaper. Include the interviewee's
name and at least three facts about his life.

114terials: le School newspaper.
2. Periodicals,
3, Notepaper.

Evaluation: Student must achieve an average grade of three
points on a five-Point scale based on organ-
ization, enunciation, poise, and content.

To be able to make informal oral presentations.

Activities: 1. Review oral presentations skill by explain.
ing how to proceed from your present pos-
ition or a place that you select, to another
Place in the school on the playground, or in
the neighborhood* &plain the reverse route.

2. Review oral presentation skills by expressing
a passage written in formal language in your
own words.

31
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3. Review skills for presentation of ideas
to an audience by explaining to a group
how to perform an activity.

L. Demonstrate an accepted procedure for
(1) making an introduction and (2) making
an announcement.

Mterials: 1. Transparencies
2, Textbooks
3. Games

Ehraluations Student must achieve an average grade of three
points- on a fivepoint scale based on organi-
zation, enunciation, poise, and content.

III. To master the techthiques for preparing an organized oral
report.

Activities: 1. Apply the skill of sequencing to organize
material for an oral presentation,

2. After reading two or more books on a chosen
topic, prepare a project that includes a
visual model. Present a discussion of the
topic,

3. Prepare an oral report using the following
steps.
A. Choose and limit a subject,
B. Locate information.
C. Take notes.
D, Organize the notes in three sections:

one that leads into, one that expands,
and one that summarizes the topic.

E. Present the report

Materials: 1. Textbooks
2, Transparencies
3. Encyclopedia
11. Library resources

Evaluations Student must achieve an average grade of three
points on a five-point scale based on organi-
ality.

IV. To be able to present an organized oral report.

Activities: 1. Present a three-to five minute talk on a
topic you choose.

2. After reading a book, present an oral book
review.

3. After reading an account of a scientific
adventure, present an oral report related
to the adventure.
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4. liven 1 controversial tonic, mnke en oral
nresentetion in which you try to rorsunie
others to ;15,:rel with your roint of vi ,a.,.

5. rrprnre ;Ind present n three-to five min-
ute informative talk that will be evaluated
or the basis of (1) your posture, (2) your
eve contact, (3) the volume of your voice,
(4) your speed in sreakin7, (5) your pro-
nuncintion and enunciation, and (6) your
orfrinization of the material.

Itulent must chieve an avera7e score of three
roints on a five-roint scale based on Posture,
eye contacts volurre of voice, sreed in sneak-
inrr, rronunciition t,n1 enunciation, and orT,an-
izntion.

To he able to rartininate in achievinT the 7oals of n dis-
cussion ?roue.

Activities: 1. Review the guidelines fora discussion
that arnly to the participant in a dis-
cussion frrour.

2. Review 7rour-discussion techniques ex-
nresainm, your roint of view on n topic
from your reedinP: in a srecific catep7ory.

1. ''p-iew mrour.riiscussir'n techniques by
rerticinntin7 in nn onen.ended group dis
cussion in which no one solution is appar-
ent. Include the followin7: (1) define the
tonic, (2) contribute relevant ideas, (3)
contribute to the resolution of the nrob-
Tem, qn4 (1k) state whether or not you think
vour contribution was worthwhile.

11.Pt,rin .: 1. Textb00%s
2. Library resources
3. rote cards

7valuation: Student must achieve in avern7e score of three
noints on a five-Point scale based on origin-
ality , ormalization, crisp, enunciation, and
contribution to the 3holess of the group.

VT. To he able t.c arrly technioues for lendinp. a discussion.

Pctivities: I. r.pscre Je rules that sbould be followd
by the lelcier of a discussion p7roup.

2. 5valw-Ite the tecnrioue used by a discussion
Tor,der nccordin to t.-:e followinp: criteria.
A. lntro:iuc-7 the tlp;c under 11,scussion.
7. 1*,,efraininT from Tivinm personal views.
C. Deciding; who is to spank.
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D. Keeping the discussion moving on the
topic.

E. Giving evryone a chance to speak.
F. Summarizing the Lain points.

3. DemonArate your ability to lead a dis-
cussiun group.

Materials: 1 Textbooks
2. Filmstrips
3. Library resources

Evaluation: Student must achieve an average score of three
1:oints on a five-point scale b &sed on the six
criteria listed in Activity 2 above.

VII. To be able to demonstrate role-plauing ability.

Activities: 1. Act out a given script using Iroper
expression, intonation, etc.

2. Create and perform an original ending
for an open-ended play.

Materials: 1. Scholastic Action
2. Scripts of plays
3. Tape player

Evaluation: Student must achieve an average score of three
points on a five-point scale based on expression,
intonation, and originality.
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The Language Arts Department functions on a semester basis. The

9th grade has basic courses which cover semesters of grammar and

literature. The 10th, 11th and 12th grade years ara elective courses

to fulfill graduation requirements. During these years a student

must elect one course in each the speech and writing areas. The

department also recommends that college bound students take at least

four semesters of the elective courses, one of witich is advanced writing.

This departmental program intends to provide the student with

a better understanding of literature writing and other forms of

communication by eliminating repetition by offering varied courses.

The program attempts to meet the needs of different levels of student

abilities and interest.



Enrollment

High School
Junior High
Edwardsburg Elementary
Middle School
Eagle Lake Elementary

Total

Ninety-eight (98) teachers.

COMMUNITY SERVICES

Churches

Ontwa Baptist Church
Elkhart Rd.
663-2587

Our Lady of the Lake Roman Catholic
U.S. 12 East Church
Fatherl Schneider
699-5474

Full Gospel Assembly Church
R 1 Cassopolis Rd.
Edwardsburg
699-8010

United Presbyterian Church
124 S. Lake
Rev. Harry Clark
663-6815

Union Protestant Church
R 2 Daily Rd
Cassopolis
Rev. David Wade

445-2066

Granger Missionary Church
Indiana 23
Granger, IN

E22f27001.1.erres and Universities

Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, MI
Graduate School

Notre Dame/St. Marys
South Bend, IN
Graduate School-- Catholic

675
325
480
248

449
2177

Edwardsburg United Methodist
212 W. Church St.
663-5385

Adamsville United Methodist
Rev. Dennis Buwalda
U.S. 12 East
699-5654

Mason Baptist Church
Rev. Don Milburn
R. 3 Mason St.
Cassopolis
699-5782

Community Baptist Church
M-62 North
Rev. Charles Boniface
699-5093

Church of God
125 W. Hamilton
Rev. Millard Sailers
661-7965

(60 miles)

43

Indiana University
South Bend, IN
Graduate work in some areas

Bethel College
Mishawaka, IN
United Missionary



Andrews College
Berrien Springs
Graduate SchoolAdventist

South Western Michigan Community College
Dowagiac, MI

Lake Michigan Community College
Benton Harbor, MI

2 Physicians
1 Dentist
6 Hospitals (within 25 miles)
.Ambulance service

3 Banks
6 Golf courses
2 Public beaches
Snow skiing
Tennis courts
Voter Registration Information from township clerks

44
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BACKGROUND AND AFFECTIVE CHARACTERISTICS

Less than 1% of the studentbody is composed of minority races;
the school community is strongly Caucasian. While there is no strong
ethnic representation, that with the most representation in the area
is Polish. However, the area is becoming more of a melting pot as
more and more families move into it.

COMPOSITION OF THE COMMUNITY

The school community has no important characteristics related
to the school. Little or no foreign languages are spoken in the homes.
Neighborhoods center on the many lakes in the area and in the village
of Edwardsburg itself. These neighborhood clusters generally have
an extensive variety of socio-economic residents as evidence by the
communities within driving distance (South Bend and Elkhart), but
Edwardsburg itself displays no specific interest in cultural affairs.
The stability of the population has been high.

OCCUPATIONAL STATUS OF ADULTS

There is little local employment. Most residents commute ten
to tweniy miles to their place of employment. Occupations range from
corporate executive to factory laborers with a large number working
in industry as foreman and supervisors.

EDUCATIONAL STATUS OF ADULTS

On a county-wide basis the 1960 census reports show 19,904 persons
over 25 with 5,046 finishing high school and of this 724 had finished
4 years college. The median education for males is 9.6 years, and
10.6 years for females. Our area suggests an upward trend due to
professional and business growth of families moving into the community
and working in Indiana, the general uplifting of the community and
a national trend of individuals reaching a higher educational level.

ECONOMIC CLIMATE

Economically the community has experienced an above average
increase in population and housing. Through the cooperation of
our local government subsidizing our industrial development, we
have been able to attract new industry and business. This has created
new positions and employment in the community.

STUDENT TESTING

What set of 'tests were used in determining this data? Primarily
the SRA High School Placdment Test (grade 8), the Differential
Aptitude Tests (grade 9), and the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Tests
(grade 10), and the California Test of Mental Maturity administered in
elementary school, generally grade 5.
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